Eighth Annual
Adirondack Common Ground Alliance Forum
July 16, 2014
Forum Documentation

Dave Mason and Jim Herman

About this Document
This document summarizes the feedback and ideas that we received through the group process at the
Adirondack Common Ground Alliance (CGA) Forum in Long Lake, NY on July 16, 2014. Corrections or
additions can be sent to Jim Herman (jim12942@gmail.com).
We thank everyone for their enthusiastic participation in the Forum.
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Executive Summary
Our sincere thanks to all who participated and have remained engaged in the Common Ground process.
This was an uplifting, hopeful day, but also one in which those gathered considered difficult challenges
and sought answers and action. This was a great manifestation of collaboration in action. We hope it
continues on in active workgroups and other organizations. Diving into 14 workgroups, the participants
worked through lunch and sat patiently as summaries were read out. There are a wealth of good ideas
scattered through these pages. We hope that many who could not be at the Forum can take the time to
read through this report and find a way to make something happen.
This feedback from a Forum participant sums the day up well:

“This is one of the most important events of the year in the
Adirondacks. The people who attend are the leaders,
knowledgeable about the progress, projects, etc. They have a
sophisticated understanding of the barriers and issues. They
can point the way to next steps.”
You can download the materials prepared for the Forum including the 14 datasets for each workgroup
from the ADK Futures website http://adkfutures.org/2014/07/14/2014-cga-forum-materials/
Overall feedback on the event’s morning sessions is summarized in this table.
Session
Overall
Core Team
Albany
Economic Strategies
Non-Profit Summit
Amendment Proposal
Workgroup Task 1
Workgroup Task 2
Networking

Rating (1 to 5)
4.7
4.7
3.8
4.4
4.3
4.6
4.4
4.5
4.7

The feedback comments scattered throughout these pages were transcribed from the 57 feedback cards
that were handed in at the end of CGA 2014. They are grouped and organized by topic for easier
reading.
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Forum Agenda
The theme of this year’s Forum was Collaboration Works. The agenda was therefore designed to
maximize the time spent in focused workgroup discussions around 14 issue areas. The first session
discussed the history of CGA and its recent accomplishments. Next the Forum chairwoman, Teresa
Sayward moderated a panel on the Perspective on CGA from Albany.
After this, we broke into 14 workgroups. The topics had been chosen using an online survey, which 135
completed. The topics were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Backing off the back country, promoting hamlet life
Recreation destination planning
Thwarting invasive species
Adirondack response to climate change
Scaling up the local food sector
Creating a regional identity
Financing innovations for small business
Waste water, storm water, drinking water infrastructure
Enhance stability of agriculture and forest industries
Transportation infrastructure improvements
Renewable energy
Making small schools affordable and good
SLMP update and moving to landscape scale planning
Arts, culture and heritage as drivers of Park revitalization

The workgroup exercise was divided into two pieces. In the first part before lunch, participants
reviewed the materials assembled on the topic by the organizers and added to them from their personal
knowledge of what was happening in this topic area. The second part posed a series of questions for
the participants to answer about how to make more progress on the issue.
The day ended with 5 minutes summaries of each workgroup’s findings.
Each participant was given a feedback card to use in evaluating the opening sessions, documenting the
workgroup discussions, and proposing new topics for next year’s forum. This feedback is provided
throughout this documentation.
The Forum was held in the Sabattis Pavilion in Long Lake. We wish to thank Alexandra Roalsvig, Long
Lake Director of Parks, Recreation and Tourism, and her staff that helped us in every way to make the
event successful. We also wish to thank the Town of Long Lake and Supervisor Carl Seaman for their
welcoming support of the Forum. Thanks also to Sherm and Annette Craig for the table signs and thanks
to the team at ANCA for conference logistics.
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Our Sponsors
We wish to thank our sponsors who were essential to making the Forum possible.
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Workshop Participants

166 people participated in this Forum and we greatly appreciate them giving of their time and ideas.
Last Name:
Armani
Ball
Bauer
Becker
Bine
Bird
Bradford
Breit
Brooks
Burgess
Butler
Calabrese
Carlisto
Carr
Chlad
Collins
Cooper
Craig
Craig
Criss
Curran
Dadey
Darney-Buehler
DeAngelo
Deming
Dennon
DeWein
Dickerson
Dillon
Drabicki
Drozd
Eisinger
Engelhart
Farber
Fenster
Filler
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First Name:
Michele
Julie
Peter
Susie
Jennifer
Richard
Colin
Jill
Cali
Robyn
Marc
Carol
Don
Rob
Kevin
John
Matthew
Sherman
Annette
Alicia
Raymond
Joe
Jessica
Maria
Anita
Jason
Michael
Mary
Bob
Judy
Michele
Melissa
Steven
William
Nancy
Shir
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Organization Name:
North Country Workforce Investment Board
Adirondack Council
Protect the Adirondacks
Adirondack Museum
ANCA
Brandreth Park and Adirondack Landowners Association
TAUNY
Adirondack Foundation
Adirondack Park Agency

NYS Assembly
Essex County IDA
NYSUT
The Wild Center
Adirondack Council
Northern Forest Center
Bernier, Carr & Associates
Adirondack Park Agency
Wanakena Woodworks
NYS DOB
Adirondack Sustainable Communities
Essex County Public Health
Saranac Middle School
Cornell Cooperative Extension
North Branch Services
Long Lake Central School District
Hartford Town Council
NYS DEC
Adirondack Architectural Heritage
Adirondack Foundation
Adirondack Architectural Heritage
Hamilton County
Saranac Lake Central School

Fink
Fink
Finnigan
Fish
Fish
Flagg
Frantz
Frenette
Granger
Hai
Haight
Hall
Hanford
Hart
Hart
Hart
Hart
Hartley
Hawks
Henderson
Herman
Herrera
Hughes
Hunt
Irwin
Janeway
Jubin
Karasin
Keegan
Keet
Kelleher
Kilburn
Konowitz
Kostecki
Kruger
Larkin
Lawler
Lawrence
Lemons
Lewin
Little
Little
Mahoney
Malsbary
Mangle
Mangun
Mann
Mansion
Maron
Martin
Mason
Mcgovern
McKenna
Merrill
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Sarah
Chris
Kimberly
Kate
Margo
Jeffrey
Ed
Jim
Mark
Paul B.
Karen
Mark
Hannah
Carol
Melissa
Sally
Greg
Jessica
Kenneth
Sharon
Jim
Gabriel
Jecinda
Steve
Margaret
Willie
Jennifer
Leslie
Joe
Lee
Dan
Emily
Ron
Tony
Jake
Abigail
Mark
Ginger
James
Sarah
Melinda
Betty
Andrew
Dorothea
Elizabeth
Jean
Nick
Michael
Chris
Thomas
Dave
Neil
James
Nina
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Minerva Central School
Minerva Central School
Center for Economic Growth
ANCA
Great Camp Sagamore
NYSDOT
Schroon Lake Association
SUNY ESF
Town of Fine
Adirondack Health Foundation
Adirondack Association of Towns & Villages
Adirondack North Country Association
Wild Centr
Workforce Development Institute
North Country SPCA
Raquette Lake Preservation Foundation, Inc
ADK Futures
Union College
ANCA
Empire State Development
River Street Planning & Development
Adirondack Council
ANCA
North Country Community College
AdkAction.org
Adirondack Park Agency
NYSDEC
Adirondack Powder Skier Association
Seagle Music Colony
SUNY ESF
Adirondack Council
Lake Placid Center for the Arts
Adirondack Museum
Point Positive, Inc.

NYS Senate
Adirondack Teleworks
Back Log Camp Association
Hamilton County Soil & Water Conservation District
Siena College

Adirondack Foundation
Walk-In
Champlain Area Trails
NYS DEC
ADK Futures
Town of Lake Pleasant
Regional Office of Sustainable Tourism (ROOST)

Mills
Monster
Montanye
Montgomery
Corey
Moore
Morris
Morrissey
Munk
Murphy
Nagle
Ness
Nethaway
Norfolk
Olcott
Pain
Parker
Parker
Pedler
Pike
Pittis
Potter Hayes
Prickett
Pulling
Recchia
Regan
Reinhardt
Reynolds
Richard
Richards
Riley
Roalsvig
Rose
Ross
Rouse
Ryan
Sayward
Seggos
Shannon
Shaw
Simpson
Smith
Smith
Spear
Stathopoulos
Stec
Stegemann
Stofelano Jr
Stone
Strader
Svenson
Swallow
Talgo
Townsend
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John
Willem
Dawn

Paul Smith's College
Sacandaga Station Project
Montanye Consulting

Sue
Ronald
Chris
Spencer
Fred
William
George
Antonia
Dave
Darcy
Jody
Peter
Megan
Charles
Cathy
Marne
Laurence
Jennifer
Connie
Jordan
Kathleen
Kathy
Kelly
Sarah
Lauren
Karyn
Rob
Alex
Nicholas
Robert
Brooke
Monica
Teresa
Basil
Kerry
Danielle
Matthew J
Hilary
Zoe
Martha
Elaine
Dan
Robert
Steve
Sharon
Ben
Charles
Erin
Arnie
James

Community Power Network of New York State, Inc.
Town of North Hudson
Adirondack Foundation
Clifton Fine Smart Growth Committee
NYS DEC
Adirondack Teleworks
Episcopal Church
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AdWorkshop
Essex County IDA
Essex County Public Health
New York State Conservation Council
Adirondack Mountain Club
Woolf for Congress
View
The Nature Conservancy
Union College
Essex County Arts Council
Adirondack Park Agency
Bernier, Carr & Associates
Adirondack Park Agency
ANCA
NYS DEC
Northern Forest Center
Town of Long Lake
Central Adirondack Partnership
St. Joseph's Addiction Treatment & Recovery Centers
St. Lawrence County Chamber of Commerce
River Street Planning & Development
Governor's Office
Regional Office of Sustainable Tourism (ROOST)
Indian Lake Theater
Town Of Horicon
Adirondack Park Invasive Plant Program
Wildlife Conservation Society
Planned Parenthood North Country New York

NYS Assembly
NYS DEC
Hamilton County
Minerva Central School
Blue Mountain Center
Adirondack Nature Conservancy
SUNY ESF

ANCA
Adirondack Park Agency

Tyner
Ulrich
Ulrich
Valentine
Valentine
Van Wert
Vennie-Vollrath
Vidon
Walke
Wargo
Warren
Wells
Westbrook
Whaley
Wies
Wikoff
Winchell
Winter
Woo
Woolf
Yost
Zubin
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Emily
Leilani
Jim
Brenda
Jack
Chattie
Erin
Elizabeth
Peter
Caitlin
John
Brian
Sue
Ross
Lorie
Naj
David
James
Peter
Aaron
Lindsay
David
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Adirondack Park Agency
Adirondack Park Agency
Indian Lake Community Development Corp.
Town of Indian Lake
Town of Ticonderoga
Adirondack Park Invasive Plant Program
SUNY ESF
State of New York
ANCA
Adirondack Almanack
Town of Indian Lake
Town of Fine
Adirondack Landowners Assoc.
Union College
Creative Healing Connections
NYSDEC Region 5
Wholeshare
Woolf for Congress
National Outdoor Leadership School

Summaries of the Morning Sessions with Feedback
1. CGA: Past, Present and Future
This session started with a short photo show of CGA through the years, which can be viewed on
YouTube at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_a__PkEkV8
Next Ross Whaley and Cali Brooks talked about the accomplishments of CGA and the Core Team’s
recurring question of whether it should continue or declare victory and disband.
They also revealed the results of the Legislative Priorities Poll, which was conducted via Survey Monkey
during May 2014. 135 people completed the poll, which will be used in updating the Blueprint for the
Blue Line later this year.

Results of Legislative Priorities Poll
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This session ended with the presentation of a custom cartoon by Mark Wilson of Saranac Lake to Jim
Herman and Dave Mason for their three year effort on the ADK Futures project.

Feedback on the Core Team
Work done by Core Team during the year results in a well-organized meeting and format …resulted in a
productive meeting …resulting in a positive exchange and development of topics for the next session.
The report outs to everyone resulted in a good educational experiences and direction for action.
Clearly a team of folks dedicated to the continued dialogue (and value of it) and focusing on bringing
actions/solutions forward
Good job :)
Recap went on too long
Everyone has great input, diverse backgrounds, fun
Non-profit study support was terrific
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Kept things moving in the morning
Ross and Cali nailed it
Thanks for your efforts
Dedicated and this represented by a very productive meeting
Learned a lot
While one amendment passed overwhelmingly the other was, and remains, very divisive and passed
narrowly thus it should not be touted as a success.
Tell Ross Whaley we shouldn’t disband ;) This is a valuable summer day in the Adirondacks. Thank you
for organizing.
Keep having these meetings even if Ross changes his mind and doesn’t think they should continue!
Continue the momentum that keeps building from this effort.
2. Non-Profit Summit
Next were short presentations on recent CGA accomplishments. The first was a brief recap by Chris
Morris of the Adirondack Foundation of the CGA-cosponsored Adirondack Non-Profit Summit which
announced the findings the Non-Profit Economic Impact Study. The study can be found at
www.generousact.org/leading/economic-impact-study
The study showed the enormous contribution that the region’s non-profits make to local economy.
Feedback on Non-Profit Summit
The presenter was good but his partner was missing
Not sure what to say about this. Was the data related to the economic presentation?
Very interesting
Good, especially as Chris had to do it solo
Amazing impact to our entire region. Need to get the story out to more people.
Good info, weak visuals
Clear and informative presentation
Nice quick summary
Non-profit report was terrific
Very vague, not sure why you did it
3. Economic Strategies
Next, Margaret Irwin, Principal at River Street Planning and Development in Troy, NY. She provided an
overview of the Economic Strategies Development project, done for the Adirondack Partnership, which
was formed as a result of the efforts of CGA. Her slides are included in Appendix 1. She described the
study that she and a group of consultants performed and concluded that success in our region will
require a new mindset that prepares us for the realities of the new economy based on sustainability and
entrepreneurship. We will need to recognize that “place matters more than location”, that innovation is
essential, that bigger is not necessarily better and that talent will drive the decisions. Overall,
collaboration is the “silver bullet” we need.
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The project established four main goals for the region:
1. Inspire a culture of entrepreneurship with a globally competitive workforce and rich business
base. This will require significant investment in education and creation of a support network for
entrepreneurs and small business owners.
2. Promote a sustainable and connected rural life and quality infrastructure. This requires a
number of infrastructure investments.
3. Reinvent traditional industry in forest products, natural resources and agriculture. Encourage
a build local, grow local and make local mindset and remove barriers to scaling up current
businesses in these sectors.
4. Advance the Park as a world class destination. Anticipate growth in “millennial visitors and
geotourists” who expect a higher grade of amenity than we generally provide today in the
region. Unify tourism marketing.
At the end, Margaret encouraged us to be more optimistic about the region and to “smile more”. The
full report of the project can be found at: www. AdirondackStrategies.com
Feedback on Economic Strategies
Positive discussion of ideas for the Park
More time for questions and comments
Need more serious business development
Awaiting results 
Very interesting
Good report although it is not as simple as smile
Late to show up
Margret Irwin’s slides should have been distributed
Speaker was well prepared and delivery was excellent
I urge all to recognize that the large pot of money called the “Environmental Protection Fund” to be
used for waste water facilities, NOT more land acquisition. In the East’s greatest watershed, it is
imperative that we protect it while investing in our visitor based economy.
Thanks for the link to learn more.
4. Amendment Proposal
Next, Dave Mason summarized the CGA Amendment Working Group proposal for an amendment to
facilitate modernization of utilities in Park communities. The White Paper and accompanying Frequently
Asked Questions documents were distributed to all attendees and can be found at the Adkfutures.org
website.
The proposed amendment is in two parts:
1. A use amendment that will allow burial of new utility infrastructure in the right of way (ROW) of
legal roads that traverse the Forest Preserve. This part of the amendment also establishes the
legality of existing utilities associated with roads in the Forest Preserve as a permitted use,
which is a legal correction of a long-known problem where the utility lines are all currently in
violation of Article XIV when they cross the Forest Preserve.
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2. Establishment of a third land bank of 500 acres for use by town and county roads. The existing
land banks cover the Northway and State Highways. In addition, additional uses are proposed
for the land bank beyond road safety and maintenance.
The proposal is currently under review by various groups and the working group is taking feedback.
There will be a major revision released in the early fall. Because of the process for approving an
amendment, the soonest this could become law is November 2017.
Feedback on Amendment Proposal
Essential. Absolutely a key issue to address to create a destination in the Park for visitors and improve
the quality of life for residents.
Great progress
Good work, important, needs to move faster. Go for 750 acres.
Well thought out. Hope it comes to fruition
Makes good sense
Make it happen, great work!
I look forward to reading more and understanding this
Still need large amount of refinement. Don’t push the process to hard. Takes time.
Utilize CGA to advocate and other grass root orgs
Nice quick summary
The exclusion of submarine cables is irrational. Allow utilities under water.
5. The Perspective from Albany

Present were Betty Little, State Senator, Dan Stec and Mark Butler, State Congressmen, and Basil
Seggos, Under Secretary for the Environment from the Governor’s Office. Each commented on the
important role that CGA has played and encouraged the organization to continue its efforts. There was
discussion of signage issues for towns and attractions because of existing DOT rules. There was also
discussion of the need to diversify visitors to the region and to do more to accommodate persons with
disabilities. It was also noted that more public transport options are needed for accessing the Park,
especially to attract younger visitors.
Feedback on Perspective from Albany
Fabulous to have them here
Great participation and attendance – shows involvement
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Disappointing focus on the immediate, not long term thinking (except for the new guy from the western
part of the Adirondacks
Not much said new – luckily the Governor knows and likes the region
Great to see legislators in the Adirondacks
More time for questions
Wonder if having them at the end would give them more time to hear breakout results
Ask for, identify, solicit some issues/questions upfront for them to address
Glad to see Albany at the event, great, diverse, pro-active leaders
Would have liked more updates in applicable areas
Basil: “Hasn’t it always been this way?”
Same old same old. Some hope that concerns are being addressed
Informative! What about an outside politician’s perspective?
Very glad they were here but their level of connection and informed-ness seems very superficial. Are
they really part of the conversation or bystanders?
The way the Governor’ office clearly dropped in at the last second and got moved to the front left a
feeling that his office may have more power than it should
While nice that they came, it wasn’t very substantive – felt like a PR opportunity instead of a chance for
our public officials to answer to and work with an important group of stakeholders
Thank you for expanding to include Stec and Butler
Occasionally reliant on political vagaries
Rhetoric – necessary but not important
Too glib
Dan Stec should know it is appreciated that he stayed all day
I was pleased we had a rep form the Governor’s Office as well as State and Assembly reps.
Work to connect more solidly with the Albany bubble and get them up to speed on issues and topics
before they attend.
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The Workgroup Exercises
The bulk of the Forum was devoted to a two-part workgroup exercise. Part 1 was devoted to reviewing
the information assembled for the group by Jim and Dave from the ADK Futures database at
www.ADKfutures.net. In addition, group members shared information that they had about what has
happening with regard to the workgroup issue area.
In Part 2, the group members answered a specific set of questions with the goal of determining a vision
for success and next step(s) to take. The questions were:
1. Expand the vision for this issue area: describe what success looks like.
2. Considering what is already happening (the prior hour’s discussion), are we making positive
progress in this area or not? Is the progress sufficient?
3. Brainstorm a list of new, or enhanced, activity needed to better move forward in this area
4. Decide as a group or use dots to select the single most important increased activity from the list
you just made.
5. Who can take on this activity? What are the next 2 steps forward?
6. Is there a specific legislative message for Albany or Washington on this issue?
Each group appointed a spokesperson to give a five minute summary of their work.
Feedback on Workgroup Exercise Task 1
Brings focus and results – good idea to base topics on poll feedback
Very productive time
Guidelines and handouts very helpful, great to do some thinking w/people I would not otherwise think
with.
Great collaboration, interesting breadth and depth of group
Excellent discussions. Important points made and the exchange informed participants
Got through the tasks had some trouble sticking with the big picture. Moderator did a good job but we
had 1 or 2 dedicated to bringing up one specific issue or opinion
Good overview in handout but didn’t know what scenarios A-F were
We had some trouble getting organized but we worked through it and had a solid thoughtful
conversation
Maybe a little more consistency – change how to work through the process and answer the questions
Arts and cultural heritage had excellent, diverse group of participants. Excellent discussion that will
activate real results
Learned so much!
Concrete goals
Felt extremely rushed, many inside references w/out full explanation, positioning of power
The time was sufficiently allocated to working groups
Feedback on Workgroup Exercise Task 2
Excellent opportunity to refocus and sum up
Good questions for group to address
Good to have enough time to dig in and discuss
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Difficult to keep group focused on questions and tasks. Facilitations was key and I was very glad to have
a facilitator.
Jim McKenna was an excellent group leader
Lots of great ideas
I would have liked to have seen more open discussion rather than the discussion be driven nearly
completely by a pre-written outline.
Was nice to have some structure but we may have liked going in a different way and not realized we
could have
Felt like it needed more time, maybe another 30 minutes
Overlap between topics/groups
Much improved, The group was more engaged, folks moved around, tasks were accomplished
Too many tasks in time allowed, streamline it
The steps listed for the work groups to take need to be simplified and clearer: Example: 1. Positives 2.
Negatives, 3. Vote, 4. Next Steps
Group 1: Backing Off the Back Country, Promoting Hamlet Life
Summary
In their vision the Park’s hamlets have unique character. Orderly and scenic. Sense of place and
hometown pride. Residents want to live there.
Right now, there is lots going on. For example, in Ticonderoga they are building new student housing
right in the hamlet. New hotels in SL, LG, LP. Communities take active role in improving the community
with local development corporations. There are more marketing initiatives. More stakeholder driven,
less top-down. APA has a hamlet economic planning and assistance initiative. More plans for
revitalization of hamlet center. Working with Northampton and Northville.
Top priority new activities with the highest priority last:
3. Work on planning documents and regulations like local zoning to promote the kind of development
we want. Walkable main streets. The communities we want to see develop.
2. Waste water and water infra. If you want more density, you need these capabilities.
1. Local capacity building. Local communities take charge of their own futures. Creation of quasipublic nonprofits to facilitate these plans. Encourage entrepreneurship, enable micro-loans, training,
etc.
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Flip Chart Photos
Existing Activity
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New Activity

Group 2: Recreation/Destination Planning
Summary
Vision:
We have world class recreation, and we want a world class economy, so we need world class
infrastructure.
Tourism is a catalyst to community development and sustainable diversification of an economy.
Tourism is not just recreational trails, it’s also culture, food, history, agriculture.
Need public infrastructure, e.g waste water treatment.
80% of Adk Experience at trail heads registries are for day use.
60% of hits on hiking options are for 1-2 hours.
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Success:
New partners, like health care industry.
Integration of tourist and resident needs.
Revitalized communities and hamlets.
More even distribution of visitation economy throughout the Park.
Eased transportation for public and visitors.
ADK Brand
SLMP
Measuring Success:
Tracking new business increase
Tracking new employment increase
Tracking sustained occupancy increase
Tax reporting
Lodging capacity increase - conversion and new
Track lodging occupancy
Increases in school enrollment
Year-round residency
Adaptive re-use of existing but vacant infrastructure
Progress:
Tourism infrastructure recognition
Recreation planning
Community efforts
Expand and implement park wide community trail system
Activity to move forward:
Business increase in community
Contemporary lodging at all scales
Visitor amenities and services
Enhance private investment environment
Resident buy-in primary and secondary for recreation and destination planning
Human capital network
Destination master plans
Message to leaders:
Legislation for public investment in Adirondack Hamlets
Incentives for private investment in Adirondack Hamlets
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Flipchart Photos
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Group 3: Thwarting Invasive Species
Summary
We have made progress, but the problem will never go away. There is a lot more hard work to do.
Invasive challenges both aquatic and terrestrial seem to be increasing at a geometric rate.
Proposed action: regional boat washing stations along major corridors into and out of the park. Tie in
to education regarding terrestrial, aquatic, plants, and animal invasives. Increase outreach and
education on all invasives. Creatively use existing resources and increase new resources for education.
We want to approach the REDCs but we need to link this to economic development. Obviously infested
water is a detriment to the local economy and property values. This is a major focus of APIPP right now.
Get businesses working with the State to work on these issues.
A lot of good stuff is happening and we should do more of what is working in boat washing and
education. Add a section on invasives to required boating courses.
We need to fund teams to respond rapidly to infestations, including fast permitting from the APA. DEC
needs increased resources in order to enforce the regulations. Regional approach so no town can be left
out and so resources can be maximized. A single umbrella would be better. We need a canal
prevention strategy. The Erie Canal and the Lake Champlain canal are big corridors for invasives to
reach other water ways.
Who should lead: APIPP should facilitate and bring together local government, county, State, NGOs,
DOT, Adirondack Lakes Alliance and others to create a consensus on approach.
Message to Albany: We need sustained funding so it doesn’t get yanked in the future. The
environmental groups need stopping invasive species to be central to their mission.
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Photo of Flip Chart

Group 4: Adirondack Response to Climate Change
Summary
The other groups are doing the work for this problem in areas such as renewable energy, hamlet life,
storm water management, invasive species, food, etc. The team applauded the plan for Jim Herman and
Dave Mason to engage on the issue of Climate Change going forward. And the group saw three basic
areas to focus on now (and had difficulty prioritizing among these): a) energy policy, b) community-level
education, and c) infrastructure. A theme across all these areas is the need to model, protect and
enhance “ecosystem services.” The group concluded it was critical to address and combat climate
change in the Adirondack North Country, to protect this area and to show the rest of the world how to
address Climate change while protecting nature, ecosystem services and vibrant communities.
Energy policy is critical. To address emissions, and for adaptation. More incentives are needed to get
people to move off fossil fuels, reuse more and improve efficiency. We need to grow the use of
sustainable energy sources, including solar, hydro and smart biomass. Net metering and homes and
buildings that are net zero are needed. The region needs to be clear in its goal: we’re trying to lower our
carbon footprint. Some change is coming. But we still need to mitigate our contribution. We need to
include biomass in a way that is fully sustainable and does not generate additional contributions of
carbon to the atmosphere or threaten public health. Locally produced organic food, better recycling
and composting can help.
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Community level education on adaptation is
needed. This includes but is not limited to public
schools, and the arts. A lot of people believe in
the need to do something. But there are a lot
who don’t want to accept this. It’s time to focus
on doing something and not spending too many
resources trying to convince a small minority that
denies Climate Change. Local elected leaders
who are taking action are perhaps the best
ambassadors for the need for change in policy,
and action, to address climate change.
Infrastructure improvements: to respond and adapt are needed. This includes energy, broadband
culverts, bridges and other municipal infrastructure, and expanded telecommuting.
Partners: Energy. NYSERDA. Clean Energy conf. The energy companies. DEC, Feds, etc. Education:
the colleges. The ring colleges care about the adks too. They have to be part of the education process.
Partner with enviros who are also active in this. Some elected officials get it and work with them to get
to the rest. Infra: DOT, DEC, APA.
Legislative message: the money for an Adirondack infrastructure fund is needed, for adaptation and
mitigation. Dedicated fund in NYS for infra changes in communities that have the identified need after
doing an assessment. Know the impending threats.
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Photo of Flip Chart

Group 5: Scaling Up Local Food
Summary
The team identified five areas of need.
1. Marketing. We should be thinking about national press coverage. Coverage for farmers markets and
local food businesses. Capitalize on the foodie movement down state.
2. Access and distribution. We need online markets for local food.
3. Production and consumer interface. Processing is important to serve institutions. They can’t just
take a bunch of carrots from the ground. Access to processing facilities is critical and often not as
available as it needs to be. Land trusts to help get land to farmers.
4. Technical assistance is most important. USDA inspectors – one size fits all doesn’t work here.
Farmers who lose their inspector often cannot bring their product to market (discussion was mostly
about meat inspectors). Grants for diverse set of providers and issues. Smaller grants. Farm to garden
education. Greenhouse building. Grow your own. Teach people how to buy and use local seasonal
food. Groups like Adirondack Harvest need more resources to do more. We will see more startups and
entrepreneurs in this area. There should be local procurement policies to make it easier for people to
get local food that isn’t always the cheapest.
5. Policy. The Future is all about Small Farms. Better support for small farms. Funding for cooperative
extension. Small farm taxation relief. Farmers don’t have time to search out grant opportunities.
Procurement priorities should include buying local.
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Who can do this: cooperative extension. Business development centers. ANCA. Get the funding. We
need a targeted regional initiative to pull a lot of this together. We would like to encourage Sen.
Gillibrand to do a small farms forum in the region.
Photos of Flip Charts
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Group 6: Forging a Regional Identity
Summary
The ADK region is poised for lasting, positive
change, but needs a national and international,
identifiable brand (similar to places such as
Vermont or Yellowstone). ANCA has funding for a
branding project for the North Country (the
economic development regions of the ADK’s both
in and out of the Park). The effort has funding to
develop a detailed business plan for the branding
effort over a 3 year period. The team explored
their program, answering CGA as well as ANCA
questions.
The team quickly encountered the question of a North Country brand vs. an ADK brand with very
different ideas. We want to focus on the Adirondacks. NC is pretty generic, lots of places have a north
country, many of which are immediately associated with rural poverty. ADK is unique and a good basis
for a brand. Some real substance.
Is this a geographic brand? Success will mean people know what it is and where it is. Is it about
branding a specific product? With a sense of quality and rustics. Need both of these kinds of brand
activity. What is our product?
Answers to ANCA’s questions included:
Images of ADKs: ADK chairs. The tapestry of mountains, rivers, kayaks/canoes, loons, etc. How can we
capture the smell of the landscape and the feel of returning and knowing “I’m back!)?
Personality: The true ADK’er is complex - More than meets the eye. Friendly with depth and ability.
Ross Whaley, not just his smiling face as the icon of a warm and welcoming Adirondacks, but the depth
of being a scholar, woodsman, leader, author, self-sufficient as well as accomplished.
What would tell someone who was moving here? Enjoy small town life and participate. Expect lots of
surprises. Embrace the outdoors, especially in winter.
What could be a unique ADK Holiday: The first warm day of spring; the summer or winter solstice; leafpeeping or the 3rd of September for when the Wilderness Act was signed (birthed in the ADKs).
What would need to happen first to get our brand to be truly effective? Upgrading and retrofitting
lodging was our first choice including the concept of and facilities for “glamping”. Health and wellness
aspect of the area was another factor. Come here to be Re-Created not just to Recreate. Retreat value
in all 4 seasons. Tie into the unique history of the region, the TB cure story, leader for Wilderness Act
and much more.
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Group 7: Financing Innovations for Small Business
Summary
Investment in sustainable year around economy for our communities. Investment is the tipping point.
Key to the good stuff coming. Yet very difficult to trigger private investment. How does money come
into the region and how do we decide to invest it and how to manage to success so there is more
investment? Current efforts focus on supply side rather than increasing market demand.
So what is needed to get it there? Vision: create resilient, inclusive, year-round, diverse sustainable
communities. Increased population and jobs are the signs of success. Workforce development in
regional colleges is key. The trigger: marketing is key. Integrates the vision and carries into reality. In
agriculture it is also marketing and distribution. For startups it is also important to pay attention to
existing business and add training and allow them expand into the new economy.
Attracting capital is still the main issue: are the banks in the region lending? They have to before you go
outside to get capital. Shortage of opportunities that attract investment.
Policy: define what is a small business? Defined as 50 or more employees by the state. That is a large
business here in the ADKs. The manufacturing resurgence is happening outside region rather than
inside.
What we need is a major marketing campaign for the Adirondacks. Is the State campaign an
impediment to our getting our identity out?
Legislative message: sharpen focus of adk economic development programs to meet the unique needs
of Adirondack small businesses in the areas of capital investment, development of human capital,
marketing and professional networking.
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Group 8: Waste Water, Storm Water and Drinking Water Infrastructure
Summary
In their vision communities are
familiar with the process for
getting funding and the need
to plan. They know how to
develop an adequate plan.
There are fully funded
intended use plans (IUP). This
is about local capacity building.
Funding increasing but the
needs increasing faster than
that. We need more proactive
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planning. Start ahead of time rather than crisis intervention. Support asset management by
Municipalities, they need to do this.
Greater collaboration among stakeholders. The group was a good collaboration. Develop a campaign
for finding infrastructure funding. Bricks and mortar.
Make the case that these infrastructure improvements are critical for increasing new business
opportunities. Make the case that waste water management is an impediment to economic growth in
our communities. This investment in infrastructure creates jobs.
Who: form a group to push further on this. Get a bunch of players involved.
The message is that we need more money. But we have to make the case for this in economic terms.
Photos of Flip Charts
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Group 9: Stabilizing the Agriculture and Forest Industries
Summary
We should really think about these as integrated. Look at the broader landscape. Also includes wildlife
habitat. Helps with the character of the region. A more integrated approach would be better. Positive
progress is being made. But there are struggles too.
New actions to take:
1. Revitalize DEC program for assisting private land owners in forestry.
2. EPF fully funded and used as intended.
3. Explore new and diversified markets for low value wood.
4. Look at ecosystem services payments as market opportunities possibility. The integrated landscape
that includes ecosystem services.
5. Match appropriately priced capital to working landscape efforts. Tie loan terms and agreements to
ability to actually earn a return on this investment in equipment or land.
6. Use new market tax credits for infrastructure and large projects.
7. Better articulation of the conservation value of working farms: wildlife habitat, viewscapes,
wetland/watershed protection, the economic value produced. Use easements. Integrate into grant
writing.
Legislative message: DEC staffing levels and appropriate use of the EPF
Photos of Flipcharts
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Group 10: Transportation
Summary
This group is certainly on the action track to do more.
1.) ADK Action is organizing a transportation conference for the spring of 2015. In addition, it is
hosting its third road salt conference in September of 2014
2.) NYS DOT is organizing a UMP (unit management plan) process for travel corridors. The plan will
be out for public comment by year-end 2014. There could be concurrent workgroups getting
organized. Examples include: signage at parking areas for visitor interpretation, user groups like
bikers, snowmobiles. One output for this kind of UMP might be a ‘checklist’ for corridor design
with respect to issues like bike paths, signage, drainage design, and so on. As more information
becomes available from DOT, Dave Mason will engage with this group to try and organize some
further work.
Bike Paths
Bike paths associated with roads came up. While wider shoulders help, paths that are separated from
the main pavement are safer and more enjoyable. In many cases, the ROWs are sufficient for bikes and
fit the definition of ‘highway use’ so they can be built w/o any Article 14 issues. However, there will
inevitably be short areas where the bike path must leave the ROW for a short distance, and this should
be accommodated in the proposed land bank…..this is NOT the same as back country bike paths.
Lack of a Single Source for Public Transport Information
The group began to share stories about their own use of bus systems, the train to Montreal, and the
Saranac Lake Airport. We were all surprised to find a quicker route, or a better ticket purchasing
method, for example.
The group felt a worthwhile project would be to gather and make available information about public
transportation into the Park, and within the Park. The public doesn’t know what already exists and it is
hard to find out.
This information would also enable much better region-wide schedule integration for busses.
Finally, such information would likely reveal some obvious ‘hubs’ where people could change busses, or
even transfer packages between different systems is schedules were better coordinated.
Plattsburgh Airport
In the event tracking data provided it was noted that the Plattsburgh Airport is currently building an
expansion to 9 gates. It will also build an international customs area that will support flights to/from
Europe, especially France. The primary market served by the airport is Montreal which is only an hour
away. The French speaking Canadian market are the largest customer group.
This group did not use flipcharts.
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Group 11: Renewable Energy
Summary
It is not just switching to renewables, also must consider energy efficiency. Lots of good stuff happening
in the region. Many municipalities doing solar. Program for pellet boilers through Northern Forest
Center. District Biomass in Tupper Lake. The Wild Center is doing everything and a great leader.
Sustainability Plan done. In round 1: $3.3.M projects. The North Country: 95% renewable in
generation. More biomass applications. Make the economic connection between efficiency /low cost
renewable energy and growth.
Vision: make efficiency part of the vision as well as renewables. More diverse options needed. When
do we get EV charging stations for electric cars up here? Microgrid development is important.
Communities need the aggregation of demand matched to appropriate energy supply.
Success: less money spent on energy dollars. We don’t want people to choose between heat and other
needs. Small hydro is huge underutilized resource. Spend your dollars locally in things like biomass.
Municipalities do more in renewable. Need technical specialists. Get the local colleges to train people
in the technology. Need a comprehensively and sustainably managed wood basket for biomass supply.
Community level planning. Update energy codes. More happy people. Good progress but need to do
more.
Messages to Albany:
1. Get the net metering legislation passed.
2. Financing access through PACE for residential
3. Increase community capacity. Energy circuit riders that go into a community to provide assistance.
There should be a CGA energy working group.
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Group 12: Making our Small Schools Great and Affordable
The main message: Public schools are part of a larger regional economic development strategy. We
need to change our messaging from our schools are dying to “Invest in schools to revitalize hamlets”.
Adirondack Schools need a regional vision: The State is defunding the public schools yet it is their
mandate to support public education. Unfortunately our schools are scaled to the communities, and the
equation for state aid is skewed against small rural schools.
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Next steps:
Create a regional school group that can take inventory on what small efforts are ongoing and how a
regional group could have an impact. Perhaps The Adirondack Education Alliance. We are too
fragmented in the region. There are 10 BOCES districts in the Park. This doesn’t work for us.
What we could do:
-

-

Develop the story - What is an ADK education and why and how are schools vital to our
communities. It is important for all resiendts to understand, not just staff or families in the
schools. What do we have to lose if our schools close (e.g. some schools serve as the emergency
evacuation center, in many places, schools are raising our kids). Building human capacity is what
schools do.
Minerva had serious funding issues in the past year, due to the property tax cap and this could
be the future for other regional schools. How can we fight to reinstate the GEA (Gap Elimination
Adjustment): during recession the state took back a lot of money. They need to stop this. Got
only 59% of it restored.

Legislative message: hold state accountable for funding the schools. Schools are an integral part of any
economic development for the PARK. Get rid of the GEA and reform tax cap legislation to allow simple
majority to override.
Photos of Flip Charts
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Group 13: SLMP Update and Landscape Planning (Complexes)
The State Land Master Plan (SLMP) is a solid document which has stood the test of time. There are many
great concepts in the SLMP, but there are some things that need to be updated. The DEC and the APA
are developing Complex Planning. This type of planning would group multiple Units together into
“complexes’ which are ecologically similar and geographically aligned. The concept is to investigate
front-country versus back-country recreational planning (without defining what a specific distance is for
front versus back country).
Planning would include local government, residents and any interested party. Protection of the natural
resources is still primary objective.
No change is needed to the SLMP to start this process. Complex Planning does not substitute the need
for Unit Management Plans (UMPs).
New activities: Start with one complex (Great South Woods) and see how it works. It is anticipated that
needs for SLMP revisions will be identified.
Who: DEC has the lead on planning; APA has the lead on SLMP. Make sure everyone is involved. Do not
make promises that cannot be kept. Be willing to compromise. Look at the big picture and do not cater
to individual special interest groups.
Needs: Better recreational user data, natural history information, and local community surveys (What
does each Town want?). Must follow process (SLMP) and laws.
No legislative message now. Early in the process. SLMP update doesn’t need legislative approval.
Flip charts from this team were not preserved.
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Group 14: Arts, culture and heritage as drivers of Park revitalization
Summary
The arts promote economic stability. Keep young people in the Park. Promote wellness and quality of
life.
Arts, culture and heritage must be better integrated with regional economic development. Ecotourism,
arts and heritage can come together to create integrated experience for people visiting the Park.
There is a lack of representation of arts, culture and heritage people in local decision making.
We want measurable successes. Want to see jobs created, satisfaction from tourists that tell us we are
making progress, a brand for the Adirondacks and to be associated with arts, culture and heritage.
Living wage for creative class. Greater awareness of the economic value of these sectors. The economic
impact of these activities is not understood by legislators and investors.
We need more state and private investment in these sectors of our economy. Incorporate arts in
community revitalization efforts. Theaters and cultural centers can anchor a hamlet center. Have a
good characterization of the economic impact from the arts. Cultural trail projects. Unify the vision for
all visitors and residents.
Need a coordinator to be the catalyst that pulls all these groups together. Consider going for national
heritage area status for the Park. Partner with institutions in higher ed to create arts leaders.
We want to hold an ADK Arts and Heritage Summit. Adk museum is willing to host this.
Photos of Flipcharts
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General Notes and Feedback
We invited all participants to comment on their discussions using a card that we collected. The card
could also be used to provide other feedback or suggest other topics or projects for CGA to work on.
Here are the contents of the main body of the cards.
Overall
So well organized, thank you
It is always amazing to be with the wide range of people and interests who are eager to work things out
together
Well prepared, timely, informative
A bit too much talking in the morning, could perhaps have 2 working group sessions so people could
participate in more than one in the day
Opening slide show not necessary
Nice slide show
Great to see so many bright, knowledgeable, and passionate folks who have great visions for the future
of the Adirondack
Excellent Forum, Collaboration phenomenal
Great organization, informative overview, Albany legislators very good
Great event! Wonderful people in the room
Always difficult to pull people together between sessions
Jim and Dave have done an excellent job addressing ways to move forward
Wonderful opportunity for cross pollination
Nice job…as usual
Well run!
Excellent commitment to future action
Economic Development Ideas
On the feedback cards, a number of economic development things came up. What follows is a list of
specific projects that people recorded:
SPECIFIC IDEAS for Economic Development PROJECTS









Partner with world class medical institutions to promote medical and wellness tourism
Seek partners, already established anchors, for activity-specific recreation tourism. E.g. Orvis,
Patagonia, NOLS and invite them to help with funding their own customer communities and
groups.
Adirondack Gateway signs on the NYS Thruway, Northway was a great suggestion from the
floor.
Targeting people of color in promotion was a great suggestion from the floor
Great to know the recommended plan will be a single website calendar for all arts and cultural
events bringing together ROOST and ANCA and any other regional calendars so there will be one
unified source
For renewable energy, seek to change NYSERDA regulations that prohibit funding for wood
pulp/chips
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More farm-to-school projects, need for more USDA inspectors (to enable local farms sales to
restaurants and hotels
Local foods processing and value added, scalable projects, were common threads
Vehicle for local stories to national press re the foodie movement
Developing and promoting the ADK event like New Orleans Jazz Fest, Sturgis Fall Motorcycle
Rally, Des Moines Iowa State Fair
Identifying and recruiting needed small businesses like groceries and veterinarians.
Connecting professionals with businesses: fishing guides, trail guides, etc
Connected camping communities.
How can, or how does, the Forest Preserve drive local economic development?
What are the (5 or 10 or 15) top small business concepts that can be developed in the park?
How to create an Adk Park Chamber of Commerce? It could organize information presentations,
organize venture capital, etc.
What is our economic carrying capacity? Within a park it will/must be different from other
regions.
Lodging and associated services ‘in scale’ are in greatest need and critical to economic, cultural
and population stability. Resident connectivity to tourism, recognizing advantages of visitors
(economic vitality and energy they bring).
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Networking
Great opportunity to meet and mingle with the broad range of interests
Big reason I was here and I wasn’t disappointed
Need more of this
Great turnout
Excellent! Would be great to get a list of attendees with contact info
We could use more breaks to network more
Great networking opportunity
Working thru lunch meant networking was limited to before the meeting started
Just never have enough time to catch up
Could have used more time
Great location and the setup was conducive to meeting and greeting
Good job having the photo in the morning
Wonderful opportunities
Professional and personal connections are fabulous at CGA meetings
Best, necessary, important
Good attendance form elected officials
Networking OK, need more town, village and county representatives
Great networking with other educators, building on local advocacy efforts to plan for a regional network
of support (Adk Education Alliance) to promote and enhance local schools.
Connected to like-minded people for the most part, and neighbors
Met a lot of people who are active in the North Country and it was really interesting
As a young person with ties to the Adirondacks, it was refreshing and reassuring to see the commitment
to the North Country by the general population
I was pleased to see the diversity of people and backgrounds working together to address important
issues.
Congratulations. Excellent. Thank you for organizing this event. Glad to see people I had not seen in a
long time. Lots of motivated people.
Connections and contacts are very useful.
A good variety of perspectives represented as always.
Is it possible to send an email to all attendees with names and contact info? It is crucial to building
stakeholder interaction [fyi, this has been done]
General Feedback – general comments not otherwise categorized
There was great turnout but one challenge is that the timing of the event excludes certain
constituencies – particularly young farmers (who are growing food) and college students. If
younger folks are key to the future economic development of the area, a late fall event might be
able to garner more participation from that population.
More collaboration among players in the categories delineated.
Many new connections made. Saw many old friends and business colleagues. Lots of great new ideas
generated, new ways to look at old ideas. While much of the discussion was focused on the
environment and beauty of the region, water, mountains, clean air, etc. I think more needs to
be discussed about promoting economic development, making it easier to start-up grow and
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expand businesses into new areas. NIMBY and much of the push back on real estate
development on a larger scale (e.g. the Adirondack Club and Resort project in Tupper) in the
Park needs to be addressed. I believe more collaboration, some updating/rewriting of
regulations and an ability to expedite is needed. Good jobs, especially construction and tourism,
are needed and certain clusters in the Park and are ‘shovel ready’ now. North Creek, Tupper
Lake, and upgrades/rebuilds in Saranac Lake are ‘now’.
Every group seemed to come back to funding but realistically there is not likely to be more money so
need to be more viable and locally sustainable ideas.
Many areas seem to be an issue at the scale of NYS policies and programs – specific to the Blue Line, and
appropriate to scale whether infrastructure or economic development.
Great working group [transportation]. Future collaboration has been planned. Will participate in the
travel corridor work group. Will attend the transportation conference in the Spring of 2015. I
was impressed with my work group, a wealth of ideas and insightful visions for a sustainable and
viable Adirondack future. I look forward to collaborating and contributing to an exciting master
plan for the Adirondacks.
The Forum is an opportunity for me as a summer homeowner to gain insights into the challenges and
opportunities here. We can meet the State, local and NGOs and elected official who are players
in meeting the challenges and capitalizing on the opportunities.
No surprise that money needs are far greater than the supply. CGA cannot increase the voting
population but its effort to draw attention to the nationally unique attributes can/will increase
the will of government and industry to invest in the Adirondacks. Keep it up!
Appreciate the ideas but who is actually going to do it. If it is towns, they need staffing and
money.[editor: in the past, working group emerge from the Forum to continue the work…the
ethic is something like ‘if you don’t do it, no one else will either…’]
Infrastructure - comments
Heard the word ‘infrastructure’ most today. We need a unified ask for dedicated funding to
infrastructure or jobs. Water. Tourism, all businesses, hamlet development. This would be
supported by municipalities, enviros, businesses, unions, health groups, agencies…
The nexus of economic development and environmental protection is waste water treatment!
Investment from the EPF and other state funds to increase and upgrades to these systems parkwide is needed.
Waste water infrastructure upgrade and expansion has to happen before all/any of the increase in
lodging opportunities begin. All these potential tourist poop and no one seemed to
acknowledge that.
World class, economy of scale, growing infrastructure to grow economy. Comprehensive integration of
resources, an indicator of success, parity throughout the Park, adaptive reuse of infrastructure.
All roads lead back to economic opportunity and development.
Adirondacks have world class outdoor recreation opportunities but not world class infrastructure and
amenities.
Preparing for major storms like Irene, so that towns and businesses can recover quickly
Please continue the water, waste water, storm water conversations in 2015
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Education, Higher Ed and Academics comments
Want to conduct an ‘ADK Futures’ study for education vision/future. Identify the endpoint of Adk
education. What do our students need to know or do when they leave school?
Idea forming for the AEA: Adk Education Alliance to promote schools, find ways to fund them, share
resources, etc.
Connected with educators on small and affordable school, creating and identity for Adirondack kids,
foundation for legislative action is a core component of CGA
Thank you for including schools as a working group and recognizing their importance as an asset in the
overall strategy of ADK Futures.
Something about leveraging the academic institutions to engage with communities and topics
Higher Ed’s role in the Adirondack’s future
Get all 3 REDCs to invest $ into a regional education fund to move forward action items from the
regional education strategies workgroup.
Continue the education theme at CGA in 2015 and connect schools back to all the other topics as this is
the foundation of our region.
People Related comments
Local capacity building came up very often as a high priority in the Park on many issues. Shared
positions between communities?
Local capacity building, perhaps sharing a grant writer or grant administration function among Towns
Workforce development, include REDC representation, the opportunity agenda, SUNY, SBDC
Health care – lack of qualified professionals and facilities. People will not retire where there is no
hospital or support for an aging population.
Get more young people involved
Retaining human capital, attracting human capital
Lots of common thread among work groups. Right-sized investments in the Park, funding models,
entrepreneurship, collaboration, human/social capital
Poverty – leveling the playing field in the communities
Human diversity in the Adirondacks: Where is the afro-am community? The latino community? The
Native American point of view?
We need to find a way to involve people from downstate and especially people of color in our region’s
planning process – i.e. more diversity on the Boards of ORDA, APA, DEC, Parks and Rec, and
conduct some planning session s in Albany, NYC, Syracuse, etc.
Human Capacity – this is our biggest resource beyond nature in the Park. We as local ‘units’ need to be
given more control over our lives. The Adirondacks are not uniform even though we have to
work regionally.
Meeting Format - comments
It was, in my opinion, a very effective event with tangible outcomes
This year’s event seemed the most focused and productive of any CGA event to date. The working
group structure worked.
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The format of this CGA meeting with workgroups was excellent for allowing so many participants to
have their voices heard and to leave with some realistic actions to move forward on specific
initiatives to enhance our areas of interest.
I appreciate the move towards workgroups. I would have liked the opportunity to participate in more
than one topic or to float between topics without negatively impacting the continuity of the
conversations
I would have appreciated more time to learn more and contribute w/other groups.
Great work groups. Would like to have attended several. Would have enjoyed that more than the
morning agenda. Shorter summaries would be better.
Not sure if it is possible, but it would be nice to participate in two work groups, but two rounds would
make for a long day. I think it was hard for a lot of people to choose between something they
knew a lot about and something that want to learn about.
I recently moved to the Adirondacks to live and work. This forum was a great introduction to the top
issues of the region and was a great venue to discussion solutions and future steps
Very rewarding day. Much to think about. Great variety of topics.
I feel this was the best CGA session yet. I was very pleased that the arts, culture and heritage was finally
included and that session went very well. The opening presentations went well.
Maybe the Core Team can collect a short list of next steps from working groups and do a briefer
presentation back to the larger group. Or hold presenters to 5 minutes or have the task use a
shorter list of questions.
Liked this year’s format except limited time to talk to each other. Maybe not work through lunch next
year.
Good job  Thanks for your efforts Dave and Jim!
Attendees need to be more respectful, too many side conversations
Summaries too long
Keep time limits for group reports
When speakers got long in the end, people were losing steam.
Break out reports were too long, many people left, how to address this?
Need more background info on topic for work group – already, on-going, up coming
Too many work groups and some overlap, report outs too long
Almost too many topics to deal with and absorb
Pick a few priorities and develop an action plan for them.
The final session was a benefit. I heard from other groups I would like to be involved in
Reporting to plenary is tedious to present and to listen to. Hard to know how to fix this. 14 groups is a
lot but probably an excellent vehicle for participation and involvement of all. The synthesis
cannot me done on the spot, but it is vital
14 topics need to be consolidated – find 3 important, focused, Park-wide, controversial issues to address
and hammer down. Examples: legislative approach to fixing roads, the amendment, address
the constant litigation and challenges made once projects have been legally approved ie
snowmobile trails, mining, Tupper Lake….where does it end?
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Food comments
Could have used afternoon snack or fruit and a drink
Food: Need to be aware of food allergies (gluten, dairy) of visitors.
Lunch was great, Thanks for using a caterer.
Kudos to whomever chose Flavor catering for lunch – it was delicious! 
Can we reduce the waste from lunch in the future?
Venue comments
More porta potties next year
Beautiful venue. Brilliant facilitation by Jim and Dave. In small group, there are always people who talk
too much, but Cali did a great job of managing that and synthesizing the info.
Great location, loved the atmosphere staff was friendly,
Perfect day, not too hot, no bugs.
Love the location, good food, well organized. Jim and Dave are great hosts. The sound system was
great and it was easy to hear everyone speak.
List participants by town to facilitate carpooling, perhaps share emails so the registrants can organize
travel. Could have HOV (3+people) parking near the pavilion
Keep the event at Long Lake. It works.
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Suggested Topics for Next Year
Report out on implementation of Adk Economic Strategy actions
Report out on the actions from this 2014 meeting. What progress was made?
Complex planning, how is the Great Southern Forest project going?
Clearing house for invasives – threats and remedies
Communication between areas of the Park (events, news, ideas, activities)
The rail-trail debate – let’s talk!
North Country buildings need advanced and better implemented building codes.
Economic development, real estate development. Some big goal like a new interstate across the north
near the border, rewrite some APA regulations, deregulation
Feedback from any municipality that is growing – have its leaders talk about what they are doing
Energy efficiency cuts across all work groups and if should play a role in future CGA forums
Create a theme/thread that the CGA can get behind similar to REDC. Example: “connected” and how
our CGA priorities all feed into making the Adirondacks connected….similar to collaboration. It may help
illustrate how all CG issues and efforts are connected and feed into the larger vision.
How are other rural wild areas able to deal with the issues we share?
Governor’s task force focused on reducing/simplifying business regulations in NYS

Appendix 1: Slides on Economic Strategies
Following are the slides used by Margaret Irwin.
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